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Adjunct Professor at Ajeenkya D.Y. Patil University

Mr. Tomio Isogai is the former Managing Director of Sharp India Ltd. He has more than 35
years career at Sharp Corporation, an over 100 years old Japanese electronics giant, who has
spent more than 20 years out of Japan, engaged in the global sales and marketing of consumer
electronics, domestic appliances, communication devices, office automation products, and solar
power generation systems that Sharp manufactures.

He truly is a global minded business person with diversified experiences in more than 60
countries over the world, particularly in the emerging markets. He once was a member of the
Economist Forum in Dubai, U.A.E. as Managing Director of Sharp Middle East Free Zone
Establishment.

Apart from his duty as the head of a Sharp’s manufacturing subsidiary in Pune, he had been
keenly involved in the cross-cultural activities and had delivered his inspiring lectures and
presentations for more than 30 times at local academic institutions, business circles and
organizations, as well as private corporations.

Mr. Isogai has retired from his career at Sharp in September 2016, and returned his home in
Japan. He has become a member of the Ayurveda Society in Japan, Iyengar Yoga Association
in Japan, the Kansai Japan India Cultural Society in Kobe, Japan, and the 22nd Century
Academy in Tokyo, Japan.

With his close and strong friendship with many Indians, he has come back to India and has
started to engage in his new endeavor to become a bridge person connecting India and Japan
in commercial, academic and cultural aspects.

Starting September 2017, Mr. Isogai has been appointed as Adjunct Professor at Ajeenkya D.Y.
Patil University in Pune to conduct his unique and practical lectures on Global Marketing,
Cross-Cultural Management, and Leadership & Team-building for its BTEC/MTEC/MBA
students.

In 2018, Mr. Isogai has been invited to quite a few special events and functions as guest
lecturer as well as to conferences, seminars and courses being organized by many academic
institutions that include IIT-Bombay, IIM-Calcutta, and IIM-Indore.



Here is the latest self introduction for your reference.

In September 2016, I have retired (graduated) from Sharp Corporation for which I have served exclusively for as long as 37
years, having resided in 5 foreign countries for more than 20 years mainly in the emerging regions, including my last 6 years'
mission in India, two years in New Delhi as COO of Indian operation and 4 years in Pune as Managing Director of Sharp India
Ltd., and visiting more than 60 countries all over the world.
Thanks to all encouragements given by many friends, I have determined my new mission for the rest of my life as below.

1. Contribute to the bilateral relations in between India and Japan.
(in commercial, academic, and cultural aspects)

2. Transfer my knowledge, skill, and know-how to the next generation.
(in global marketing, cross-cultural management, human resource development)

3. Promote Indian Yoga and Ayurveda into the fast aging Japanese society.
(for healthier, self-dependent and longer life for all)

Toward these goals, I decided to return to India, based in Pune, to engage in many projects which would interest me to
devote myself as an independent adviser/mentor/consultant/facilitator.

It is my firm belief that India and Japan can ONLY become the strongest partners.

I have been given opportunities to deliver lectures on Indo-Japan Relations, Global Mindset, "5S & Kaizen", and
Leadership & Team-building for and at more than 30 academic institutions, business circles and some private companies in
Pune, Kolhapur, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, Indore, Imphal and other cities in India.

The latest topic of mine is: “ Look East, Act Global! - the critical potentiality of Indo-Japanese bonds”

My talk usually touches upon the secrets of Japan’s strong economic recovery in just three decades after the disastrous
defeat at the end of the WWII in which there are two critical attributing factors one might want to remember:
One - Discipline which covers many aspects such as Punctuality, Obedience to the rules, and “You First” attitude.
Two - Teamwork as no one can work and accomplish any project or mission alone.

Please do let me know if interested, how I can be of any assistance.

For contacts please:
Email: tomioiso032056@gmail.com
Mobile in India: 88-8882-2721 (use in India only)
Whatsapp: 9810280914 (use for whatsapp only)
Please visit Linkedin to get to know my activities:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tomio-isogai-58984b50/

Looking forward to new opportunities to serve you!

With best regards,

Tomio@PUNE
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